Let G be a compact Lie group acting smoothly on a differentiable, orientable manifold X. Let / : X -^ X be differentiable and let (f): G -^ G be a Lie group homomorphism.
We say (f,(/>) is an equivariant pair if f(gx) =• (f>(g)f(x)
for all g C G,x G X. Such a pair gives rise to a self-map F = F{f, (/)) of the Borel construction XhG ''= EG XG X of the group action, and hence, a graded endomorphism F* of the equivariant cohomology HQ(X) := H^ (XhG^C) . Recall that the (usually infinite-dimensional) complex vector space HQ^X) is a finitely-generated graded module over the graded algebra H*{BG). In particular, each graded pieceffg(X) is a finite-dimensional vector space. Define a power series in the indeterminate t by 00 Tr(F,t) = ^Tr(F*|ffg(X))f\ o Then THEOREM 1. -For any f and (f), Tr(F{f^(/) 
\t) is a rational function oft.
Given this theorem, it is tempting to attempt to define a 'global Lefschetz number' of the map F by evaluating Tr(F^) at t = -1. Unfortunately, this rational function often has a pole at -1. This gives rise to (for 2-products, see [G-Z] ) The 2-product is a natural construction in the 2-category of groupoids analogous to the homotopy pull-back in topology. It reduces to the ordinary product when the groupoid is a set. Note that (F(F) • A) may be only a topological groupoid.
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The problem that arises in this context has two parts: for a suitable class of maps F, (1) define a natural measure on Ob(r(F) • A); (2) find a cohomological 'trace' formula for the integral of a multiplicity function on Ob ((r(F) 
. A)). (LLN=GLN)
The main example of this paper will hopefully clarify the meaning of these two problems. We first need a few more definitions. Given a groupoid y, we will simply write 7To(y) for the set of its isomorphism classes, which can be identified with the set of connected components of \BY\. We will say the groupoid Y is essentially finite if 71-0 CV) is finite and each object has only finitely many automorphisms. For a finite set S, we denote by 11 S 11 the number of elements in S.
DEFINITION. -The natural measure p,y of an essentially finite groupoid Y assigns the measure l/||Aut(^)|| to each isomorphism class ^ G Ob(y) .
Note that the number of automoiphisms is constant over an isomorphism class so that the expression ||Ant(^)|| makes sense. The natural measure on a finite set, for example, considered as a discrete groupoid is just the counting measure, while the single object in the groupoid defined by a finite group G inherits the measure I/HGH.
The natural measure of an essentially finite groupoid allows us to integrate locally constant functions on Ob(y), i.e., functions which are constant on each isomorphism class.
We can formulate now another (hopefully easier) version of the problems above as follows:
(I 7 ) Give conditions on F such that (T(F) • A) is an essentially finite groupoid; (2') define a locally constant multiplicity function on Ob((r(F) • A)) and find a cohomological trace formula for its integral.
In the context of (equivalence classes of) groupoid objects in the category of algebraic spaces, viz. algebraic stacks, over a finite field, these problems were solved in many interesting cases by K. Behrend [Bl] . His trace is that of the arithmetic Frobenius acting on the smooth cohomology of an algebraic stack. By taking a presentation of the stack and viewing it as a groupoid, we can again apply a classifying space construction to obtain a simplicial scheme in the same manner as that outlined for a differentiable groupoid. Then the smooth cohomology of the algebraic stack is seen to be isomorphic to the etale cohomology of this simplicial scheme [F] , leading to the analogy with the differentiable situation. This paper arose from an attempt to translate this into a topological setting, in the spirit of [A-M] .
We return to our example from above where the group action gives rise to a differentiable groupoid X such that Ob(A') = X and Mor(^Y) = G x X and the structure maps are given by the group action and the projection. Thus for x, y G X, Mor(x, y) consists of those g G G such that gx = y.
In this case, \BX\ is homotopy equivalent to X^G. and hence, H\X) ^ H^{X). An equivariant pair (/, (/)) gives rise to a differentiable self-map F =. F(f, (/)) : X-^X which, in turn, gives rise to the self-map of X^G^ denoted by the same F(f^ (f)) above, by the functorial nature of the classifying space construction.
Denote by C the group of connected components of G and by TT : G->C, the natural projection. For any g e G, c(g) : G->G denotes the inner automorphism defined by g. (b) There exists a lift S of C such that the maps "y" 1 o /, 7 G <? are transverse to the diagonal.
For example, if G is a finite group, the first condition is vacuous and the second condition just says that each g~1 of is transverse to the diagonal. In the general case, these conditions (especially (a)) are easily seen to be quite stringent, motivated as they are by analogy with the behaviour of the Frobenius morphism in positive characteristic. However, they give rise to various natural analogues of theorems in positive characteristic, clarifying their nature.
THEOREM 2. -If f, (/), and m satisfy (*) then the groupoid (T(F) • A) is essentially finite.
Under condition (*), we can also define a multiplicity function on Ob^^F) • A) with values in {±1} The desired trace formula then takes the following form:
is regular at t = -1, and
It should be emphasized that even in this example of a group action, there seems to be no natural way to define a LLN without using the language of groupoids, whereas the GLN is obtained in a more mundane manner.
In a future work, I hope to deal with a considerably weakened version of the condition (*), especially for the homomorphism (f). In fact, I hope to formulate a 'cleannness 5 condition on the map F that would allow a trace formula to hold.
Other possible directions include the case of a general compact differentiable groupoid outlined above as well as the inclusion of additional structures, such as a riemannian structure, on the groupoid. It would be interesting also to consider applications to the theory of toric varieties, which provide a natural class of equivariant pairs (/, <^).
For the case of a general compact differentiable groupoid, i.e., a differentiable groupoid whose morphisms form a compact manifold, one immediate question of interest would be whether the analogue of Theorem 1 holds. This would fit in with the general philosophy arising from the case of varieties over finite fields, whereby the rationality of its zetafunction can be understood in terms of the fact that the points of the variety lie inside some compact space and thereby should be describable in terms of an object involving a finite amount of information. (I owe this observation to A. Beilinson.) Thus, even though the classifying space of a compact groupoid will, in general, have cohomology in infinitely many degrees, it may not be unreasonable to expect the sort of finiteness as would be expressed by a version of Theorem 1.
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the 2-product of ^ and y with respect to Z is the groupoid whose objects are triples {x, y, a), where {x, y) G Ob^xY) and a : F(a;)->G(y) is a morphism of Z, and whose morphisms (x,y,a)->(w,z,f3) are given by pairs (7,^) G Mor(A')xMor(y) such that the following diagram commutes:
We indicate this construction by the 2-Cartesian diagram
The 2-product gives the natural product structure on the 2-category of groupoids, in the sense that if H : W->X and H' : W->Y are functors such that FoH is equivalent to GoH f \ then, given an equivalence, we can construct a functor H : W->XxzY which projects to H and H'. Concerning our groupoid X from the introduction equipped with the functor F, we first prove the following 
so that (^, e) (e denotes the identity element of the group) defines an isomorphism (x,y,gxh)->(y,y,exhg~1) .
is well defined because of the diagram
and is essentially surjective by the argument in the previous paragraph. It is clearly faithful.
On the other hand, if (y, y, exg) ^{y'\ y'.exg') is a morphism, then the commutative diagram
This shows that the above functor is full, thus an equivalence of categories by [M] Theorem IV.4.1.
To proceed further, we need the following characteristic zero analogue ofLang's theorem for connected algebraic groups over finite fields:
-If(/) : G°->G° is transverse to the diagonal, then the Lang map
Proof. -£((^)(e) = e and d£((f)){e) = Id -d(f){e) is an isomorphism so that £((/)) has maximal rank at e. Denote by Rg and Lg the right and left translation operator defined by g G G. Now, note that
showing that d£((/))(g) has maximal rank for any g G G°. Therefore, £(^) is a submersion; in particular, it is an open map. On the other hand, its image is compact, and hence, closed! So the image must be all of G?°.
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The following formulations will also be useful:
is such that c(g~1) o (f) : G°->G° is tranverse to the diagonal, then
COROLLARY 2. -Ifg G G and (f) are as in Corollary 1 and g' satisfies Tr(^) = 7r((/), then there exists h G G° such that
Proof. -We have g' = ggo for some go e G°. But by Corollary 1, there exists h G G°s
The following is then an obvious consequence of Corollary 2: Proof. -We need only check this for an object (^,7) of (
that is, h is a fixed-point of c(7~1) o(f). By our assumption on R, and since G?° is a compact manifold, there are only finitely many such h G G°. But then there are only finitely many possibilities for such h on all of G?, since the difference of any two fixed-points lying in the same component of G will be a fixed-point lying in G° and G has only finitely many components. Proof of Theorem 1. -This is now clear from Corollary 4 and the fact that on a compact manifold, a map transverse to the diagonal has a finite fixed point set.
Remark. -It is clear from the proof that essential finiteness of the fixed-point groupoid will hold whenever there exists a R satisfying (*) (a) and an S such that Ob(r(F) • A)î s finite. Theorem 1 gives one particular condition implying the existence of such an 5.
Another interesting case of essential finiteness arises as follows: (
has finitely many fixed points for all n. (As in [A-M].) Then there exists an S such that Ob(T(F)
4° s6Rffi -TOME 28 -1995 -N° 6 Proof. -Clear from (1), (2) and Corollary 3.
Denote by (f) the homomorphism induced by (f) on the group of connected components C. Proof.
-First take 7 to be any lift. Then ^(7)^7~1 = g'go for some go ^ G°. But by
Then ^7 does what we want.
Thus, when R as above exists, we get, for each g G G, an exact sequence:
Denote by C the groupoid whose objects are the elements of C and whose morphisms are the elements of C acting via 7 : 
= E (^xii^r^ii -iixr^iivaKGT^^iiiKcr^^ii).
-y^R^eO
Proof. -Recall that the orbit formula says that for a finite group H acting on a finite set 5, ||5'|| = y^ [g : H^] , where the sum runs over the orbits ^ on S of the ff-action, and [H : H^] is the index of the isotropy subgroup of any representative for the orbit ^. That is, ||5||/||ff|| = ^ l/p^l-orbits T he first equality follows then from Proposition 3, Proposition 5, and the orbit formula applied to G^" 1 ) 0^ acting on X^~l of and XZ lof . Note that the automorphism groups in these cases are just the isotropy groups inside G^7 1)0<^ of a point in X^ of . The second equality comes from the exact sequence following Lemma 3.
Actually, if 71,72 are isomorphic in C, that is, if there exists 7 such that ^(7)7i7~1 = 72. then by formulas (1) and (2) together with Lemma 3 and the exact sequence following it, we get giving another formula for the integral of the multiplicity function.
We begin this section by recalling some facts from elementary linear algebra. If A is an endomorphism of the finite-dimensional complex vector space V, then A possesses a unique Jordan decomposition A = Ass + An where the components are characterized by the fact that Ass is semi-simple. An is nilpotent and Ass and An commute with each other. In fact, both the nilpotent part and the semi-simple part are polynomials in A. In particular, any operator that commutes with A commutes also with the semi-simple part. The operation of associating to an endomorphism its semi-simple part is compatible with subquotients: that is, if W C V is a subspace stable under A, then it is stable under Ass Given an LFD graded C-vector space M (or an LFD space for short) as in the introduction, which we assume henceforward to be Z>o-graded, an endomorphism (which we always assume to be of degree 0 unless stated otherwise) F is said to be semi-simple if all the F\M n are semi-simple. Equivalently, F is semi-simple when restricted to any finite dimensional stable subspace. Denote by Fss the operator such that .F^M 71 = ^{M^ss for all n and call it the semi-simple part of F. Then clearly
Tr(F^)=Tr(F^t).
Another obvious fact concerning these traces is that if F and H are endomorphisms of (Z^o-g^ded) LFD spaces M and TV, resp., then M 0 N has a natural structure of an LFD space: Notice also that M/R^M is actually an R/R^ c^ C-module.
We will be concerned only with finitely generated Ji-modules, which are actually Noetherian, since R is Noetherian. In this case M/R^M is a finite-dimensional C-vector space.
Assume now that M is free as an .R-module. By Nakayama's Lemma ( [LI] , Lemma VL6.3), if {vi(n)} is a C = R/R^ -basis for (M/R-^M^, so that U^{^(n)} is a basis for M/R^M consisting of homogeneous elements, then for any choice of liftings Vi(n) G M 71 , Uyi{^(n)} forms an . Proof. -We have already stated how to obtain a tensor product decomposition for M of the above sort. We need only show that V can be chosen to be .F-stable. Then the equality F=p0(F|V) for F will follow from the semi-linearity. But if a G R~^ and x e M, then the semilinearity of F, F(ax) = p(a)F(x), together with the fact that p is of degree zero implies 4*^ SfiRIE -TOME 28 -1995 -N° 6 A LEFSCHETZ TRACE FORMULA 681 that R^M is F-stable. Also, each M 71 is F-stable by the assumption that F is of degree zero. Therefore, each (JZ+M)" = A+M n M 71 is an F-stable C-subspace of M
71
. But then, since F is semi-simple, we can find an .F-stable complement V n '. According to the discussion preceding the lemma, V = (BnV 71 does the trick.
PROPOSITION. -Let M = (D^M" be a finitely-generated graded R-module, and let F ' . M->M be a p-semi-linear endomorphism of degree zero. Then
Jr(F,t)=Tr^t)P(t) for some finite degree polynomial P(t).
Proof. -We find an ^-compatible resolution of M as follows: Let Vo == Q^M 7 ' 1 for some N large enough so that the natural map
MQ := R^c Vo->M
is an epimorphism of graded Ji-modules. MQ carries the semi-linear operator FQ := p <S> (F\Vo), which makes the preceding surjection equivariant with respect to F and Fo. Define Mi as the kernel of the above map:
Note that M\ is then stable under the action of FQ, so that we can define Fi := FQ\M^, equipping each of the LFD R-modules in the exact sequence with a semi-linear operator in a compatible way. Continuing in this way, we get a graded resolution,
0->Md-^-Md-i-> • • • ->Mo->M->0
where each Mj is equipped with an operator Fj making the resolution equivariant. Furthermore, we have
M^R^V,, F,=p(S)(F,\Vj)
for each j < d -1, where the l^'s are finite-dimensional stable subspaces. The last term Md is then just the kernel of Md-i->Md-2, while Fd = Fd-i\Md. However, since R is of homological dimension d, we get that Md must be projective and, therefore, free. (This also follows from Hilbert's Syzygy Theorem.) Now we can replace each operator by its semi-simple part and the resoluion above will remain equivariant. But
(F,)^=p^(S)(F,\V,),^ j^d-1.
Therefore, all the semi-simple parts will be pss -semi-linear, including (Fd)ss which is the restriction of (Fd-i)ss-Thus, according to the preceding Lemma, Md also has a tensor product decomposition Md ^ R 0 Vd for some finite-dimensional .F-stable Vd so that
By the additivity of the trace, we conclude that
as desired.
To proceed towards the proof of Theorems 2 and 3, we recall some spectral sequences associated to equivariant cohomology. Namely, by considering the fibration XhG I BG with fibre X, we get a spectral sequence converging to HQ{X) whose E^ term is given by
E^ ^H^BG^H^X)).
As the spectral sequence for several different groups occur below, we will sometimes keep track by building the group into the notation as E^^G).
In particular, in the connected case G = G°, since TT^BG) = 0, we get
E^ ^H^BG^^H^X) ^H^^X).
We give now an explicit description of F{/,(/)). Consider the principal G bundle EGxc^G) associated to EG by the action of G on itself via (/):g • x = (/){g)x. This gives rise to the Cartesian diagram
whence
EGXG(/>{G)XGX -^ X^G I I BG B^

BG.
On the other hand, / gives rise to a bundle map X^G = EGxcX-EGxG(f> (G) xGX 4° S^RIE -TOME 28 -1995 -N° 6 A LEFSCHETZ TRACE FORMULA 683 induced by (p,x) ^ (p,e,f(x) ). F = F(/,^) : XHG->XHG is the composition of this bundle map with the upper arrow of the previous diagram. It is readily checked that for two equivariant pairs (f,(f>) and (/i,'0), we get
which can also be deduced, from the simplicial point of view, from the equality on the level of functors. In particular, when G is connected, we see that the map B<y 0 /* acting on the i?2 term of the above mentioned spectral sequence induces on Foo a map compatible with F* acting on H^(X). That is, the Fraction on H^X) induces on the graded quotients F^ of HQ^X) an operator agreeing with that induced by B^ 0 /*. Turn each term Er of the spectral sequence into a single Z>o graded complex E^. in the usual way E^ := e^^Fŵ ith the differentials dr acting as degree one operators and endomorphisms Fr = Fr{f, (/)) of degree zero, commuting with the differentials, induced by B(/)* 0 /*.
A particular case arises when a Lie subgroup K C G is normalized by g G G. Then we get a homomorphism c(g) : K->K and (g, c(g) ) forms an equivariant pair for the action of K on X: g(kx) = c(g)(k)gx, for k G K and x G X. Thus we get a map
F(g^c(g)):H^X)^H^X)
which, when K is connected, is compatible with the map on the spectral sequence for H^(X) arising from the action of Bc(gY 0^* on the F2-term H^BK) (g) ff*(X). When G is connected and g G G, then F(g,c{g) ) : H^X)->H^(X) is just the identity, and the same is true for the maps Fr (g, c(g) ) on the terms Er{G) of the spectral sequence since all the relevant topological maps lie in the connected component of the identity. Thus, for a general compact group G, if C denotes as before the group of connected components, then C acts on H^o(X) as well as on the F^G? 0 ), giving rise to the well known isomorphisms Proof of Theorem 2. -As mentioned previously, replacing (f^(f>) by (^°/,c(^)o0) for some g G G° doesn't affect the trace on Ho{X) or H^o^X) so we may assume from the beginning that <f > preserves a maximal torus. Then is then evidently B(f>* -semi-linear since this is true of F^. Also, since E<2 = H"{BT) 0 ff*(X) is finitely generated as a ^(BT^-module, the same is true of each Er, begin subquotients of £'2. In particular, these facts are true of Foo and Eoo which actually occurs at a finite level, since £'2 is vertically bounded. Therefore, by the Proposition of Section 3, we get that Proof of Theorem 3. -Since g^of and c^g'^ocf) are transverse (to the diagonal) for all g € G, we may assume that I? as in Proposition 6 of Section 2 has been chosen so that each c( ; y~l)o(f) preserves a fixed maximal torus and are transverse to the diagonal of T. We have already discussed why this does not affect the trace side. Then for any w C TV, the Weyl group of T in G°, each c^oc^'^ocf) is also transverse. Now, given an equivariant pair (ft, ^) for the action of T on X, such that ^ : T-^T is transverse, notice that ^^(r) is dual to d^(e) : Lie(T)->Lie(T). We also have the transgression isomorphism ff^T) ^ ff^BT) which takes the action of ^ to the action of B^*. Hence, B^^^BT) does not have 1 as an eigenvalue. Thus, in the formula (6) obtained at the end of the previous section, t = -1 is a regular value of Tr(F(/^)W(X)^).
Then by the preceding paragraph and (4), (5) of Section 5, we get that -1 is a regular value ofTr(F(/,(^)|^oW,t) as well as of Tr(F(/, 0)|ff^(X)^).
To compute this last trace, notice that the arguments of Section 5 actually tell us that
w€W for each r ^ 2, allowing us to compare traces for G' 0 and T on each term of the corresponding spectral sequences.
Keeping this in mind, we argue again for a general equivariant pair with respect to the T-action: An easy computation shows us that here Ir(T) C Er(T) is the LFD sub-module such that J^(T) = dr{E^(T)). But Ir, being a submodule of -Ey., is also finitely generated as an H*(BT) -module. Thus we conclude that Tr (Fr(h, ^IJ^r) , t) is also a rational function regular at t = -1. Therefore, we get Tr(F,(^^)*|^(T),-l)=Tr(F,+i(fa^)*|^+i(r),-l) for each r >_ 2 and, in particular,
So , by (4), (5), for our /, (/) and any 7 G R,
Trar^/riirw, -i^B^r^o^*!^*^^0), -i). We can now apply the trace formula on G° to get since the multiplicity of c^^ocf) at any fixed point is equal to the multiplicity at the origin, namely, r ('j) . This follows from the fact that if ^ : G->G is any homomorphism and g is a fixed point, then z^oLg = L^^o^ = LgO^. So we finally arrive at the formula Tr^r'o/), ^Wl^oW, -i) = T(7)(||x^|| -llxz^^iD/iKG 0 )^-1 ) 0^! which, when combined with (5) and Proposition 6 of Section 2, yields the trace formula.
We give two elementary examples where the trace formula can be checked directly. Let our groupoid be given by the finite group G acting on the finite set S and let / : S->S,(f) : G->G satisfy f(gs) = (/>(g)f(s). In fact, for any map h : S->S, we have the trace formula for finite sets
II^H =Tr(fa*|C[5])
A LEFSCHETZ TRACE FORMULA 687 where C [S] is the complex vector space of functions on S to which the fa-action extends naturally as a linear map. C [S] Meanwhile, since d(f)(e) = n, the index of each object (point, QO is seen to be just sign(l -n).
So the trace formula says that sign(l-n)/(^ =!/(!-n), which is correct for both positive a.nd negative n.
